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Abstract: Resilience is the ability to restore performance after sustaining serious damage by a usually
unexpected threat. This paper analyzes resilience of process plants as there are oil and gas refining,
chemical manufacturing, power-producing plants, and many more. Over the years, plant safety has
shifted from retrospective to proactive measures. Safety is important from many points of view,
such as protection of workforce and nearby population, but certainly too from an economical and
sustainability aspect. Pro-action requires predictive insight of what in the process can go wrong
because of internal or external disruptive disturbance. Over the years, to that end, much effort was
spent developing risk assessment methods and management. However, risk assessment has proven
to be fallible because of various uncertainties and not the least by overlooked or unknown threats.
To protect against those upsetting threats, measures can be taken up to a certain limit. These start in
designing error-tolerant equipment able to be receptive to early warning signals during operations,
responding to those with ‘plasticity’ of mind (that is, an organization and its leadership especially
able to think ‘outside-the box’ for coping with unexpected situations), and finally, to deploy effective
emergency response and able to recover from damage quickly. The paper presents a summary/review
of nearly a decade of research work at the Mary Kay O’Connor Process Safety Center at the Texas A&M
University to develop the concept and the techniques to realize a resilient plant, so far with a focus on
chemical plant. It is, however, still a ‘work-in-progress’; potential is large. Besides the conceptual
details, cases are presented that show how human and technical factors, combined in a socio-technical
system, can lead to a broader plant safety insight enabling more effective risk control and increased
resilience. These cases have up to now only considered warning signals and possible management
action, while still limited to internal threats. Hence, aspects of equipment design and recovery should
be further considered, also in the light of the dynamics of present-day business environment.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, the word ‘resilience’ has become rather common. It is mentioned in many news
messages commenting on companies, institutions, organizations, and even countries. This paper
is about resilience of process plants. Process plant should be understood to comprise oil and gas
source drilling and production platforms, refining and chemical conversion plants, as well as that of
power generation and many other processing plants. The quick interpretation of resilience is adequate
recovery after an incident of some sort, as depicted in Figure 1. This represents performance over
time of two identical process plants, in which case 2 has been better prepared for unexpectedly hitting
threat. Damage is less deep and recovery is faster. This is thanks to measures explained in the next few
sections and, in particular, in Section 2.2.
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threat. Damage is less deep and recovery is faster. This is thanks to measures explained in the next 
few sections and, in particular, in Section 2.2.  

It is known that resilience’s root is mechanical, or according to a web definition by Oxford 
Dictionaries: “the ability of a substance or object to spring back into shape; elasticity”. As a metaphor, 
psychologists have already used it for 50 years [1] in connection with the ability of an individual to 
recover from mental stress and trauma, or trying to enhance an individual’s resilience [2]. Via culture 
and strife from high-reliability organizations (HROs) in the 1990s, resilience became a property of 
organizations [3]. In 2004, psychologist and risk assessor Erik Hollnagel with David Woods and 
Nancy Leveson organized the first conference on resilience engineering [4]. This focused on 
organizational resilience and the ability to maintain safety. Four cornerstones of resilience were 
identified: Monitoring, anticipation, response, and learning (MARL). Hence, the engineering 
concerns only the mindset. Haavik et al. [5] compared HRO and resilience engineering. It also became 
clear that disasters can depress communities strongly and that risk assessment and protective 
structures can help, e.g., [6]. Because of the growing number of disasters, particularly in the third 
world, the UN decided in 2010 to set up a task team and a development agenda to support increasing 
resilience on a national level [7]. Adequate resilience has been recognized by the business community 
to sustain business continuity in case of a crisis, e.g., [8].  

 
Figure 1. The concept of resilience as we shall consider it in this paper applied to a process plant. 

The number of academic papers on resilience has grown exponentially. Relevant recent review 
papers are [9] on resilience and safety; [10] on definitions and resilience measures; [11] on resilience 
of critical infrastructures; and [12] on organizational resilience engineering. However, this paper 
focuses on the process industry and considers the entire socio-technical system, hence including all 
plant technology. It is based on the early Ph.D. work of Linh Dinh, followed by the more mature 
developmental work of Prerna Jain (Doctoral dissertations of Dinh.L.T.T, (2011). Safety-oriented resilience 
evaluation in chemical processes, and Jain, P. (2018). Process Resilience Analysis Framework for Design and 
Operations. These dissertations are available at http://oaktrust.library.tamu.edu/handle/1969.1/2.). 

1.1. What is Meant with Resilience in this Paper? 

As mentioned above, this work targets the process industry, hence plants processing gas, oil, 
and chemicals in the broadest sense, hence from exploration of raw materials (upstream), actual 
processing (midstream), and further conversion (downstream), including storage and transportation 
stages. If a plant sustains damage due to an internal accidental event or an external threat, lives may 
be lost, and employees or even members of the public injured, while various further consequences 
can occur. If the damage is large and rebuilding takes a longer time, reputation and market share can 
become lost. Hence, the business will suffer. Returning a moment Figure 1, it is clear that when 
management receives a warning, when it is prepared and responding adequately, damage at a given 
threat may be less deep and recovery more rapid (Case 2). In such case, the organization is considered 
more resilient. To realize such performance of Case 2 requires much of top-management, leadership, 
and the rest of the organization and the technology. Resilience has social and technical aspects; good 
resilience requires the right attitude of the individuals involved, the organization as a whole, and it 
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It is known that resilience’s root is mechanical, or according to a web definition by Oxford
Dictionaries: “the ability of a substance or object to spring back into shape; elasticity”. As a metaphor,
psychologists have already used it for 50 years [1] in connection with the ability of an individual to
recover from mental stress and trauma, or trying to enhance an individual’s resilience [2]. Via culture
and strife from high-reliability organizations (HROs) in the 1990s, resilience became a property of
organizations [3]. In 2004, psychologist and risk assessor Erik Hollnagel with David Woods and Nancy
Leveson organized the first conference on resilience engineering [4]. This focused on organizational
resilience and the ability to maintain safety. Four cornerstones of resilience were identified: Monitoring,
anticipation, response, and learning (MARL). Hence, the engineering concerns only the mindset.
Haavik et al. [5] compared HRO and resilience engineering. It also became clear that disasters can
depress communities strongly and that risk assessment and protective structures can help, e.g., [6].
Because of the growing number of disasters, particularly in the third world, the UN decided in 2010 to
set up a task team and a development agenda to support increasing resilience on a national level [7].
Adequate resilience has been recognized by the business community to sustain business continuity in
case of a crisis, e.g., [8].

The number of academic papers on resilience has grown exponentially. Relevant recent review
papers are [9] on resilience and safety; [10] on definitions and resilience measures; [11] on resilience of
critical infrastructures; and [12] on organizational resilience engineering. However, this paper focuses
on the process industry and considers the entire socio-technical system, hence including all plant
technology. It is based on the early Ph.D. work of Linh Dinh, followed by the more mature developmental
work of Prerna Jain (Doctoral dissertations of Dinh.L.T.T, (2011). Safety-oriented resilience evaluation
in chemical processes, and Jain, P. (2018). Process Resilience Analysis Framework for Design and
Operations. These dissertations are available at http://oaktrust.library.tamu.edu/handle/1969.1/2).

1.1. What Is Meant with Resilience in This Paper?

As mentioned above, this work targets the process industry, hence plants processing gas,
oil, and chemicals in the broadest sense, hence from exploration of raw materials (upstream),
actual processing (midstream), and further conversion (downstream), including storage and
transportation stages. If a plant sustains damage due to an internal accidental event or an external
threat, lives may be lost, and employees or even members of the public injured, while various further
consequences can occur. If the damage is large and rebuilding takes a longer time, reputation and
market share can become lost. Hence, the business will suffer. Returning a moment Figure 1, it is clear
that when management receives a warning, when it is prepared and responding adequately, damage at
a given threat may be less deep and recovery more rapid (Case 2). In such case, the organization is
considered more resilient. To realize such performance of Case 2 requires much of top-management,
leadership, and the rest of the organization and the technology. Resilience has social and technical
aspects; good resilience requires the right attitude of the individuals involved, the organization
as a whole, and it sets requirements for the plant installations. Treating resilience will include
implementation of these aspects.

http://oaktrust.library.tamu.edu/handle/1969.1/2
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1.2. Why Is Considering Resilience Useful?

Safety of process plants with their hazardous materials is important for the protection of workers
and nearby population, but also for economical and sustainable reasons. If there would be no
chance that the plant would be hit by an unexpected or even unknown threat causing major damage,
resilience analysis would be unnecessary. Given conditions and uncertainties, however, practice is
completely different. Apart from earthquake, cyber-attack, or other human intentional act, there are
unforeseen internal deficiencies that can induce a major damage event. Since the late 1980s, it has
been known that hazard identification techniques, such as HAZOP, FMEA, and What-if, provide only
an incomplete representation of the possibilities of mishap. Suokas and Rouhiainen [13] estimated,
based on many data, that just more than half of the possible major events are identified. The EU
Benchmark of risk assessments ASSURANCE in 2000 [14] showed orders of magnitudes spread in
results in which differences in scenario definition of the seven participating experienced risk analysis
teams was the strongest contributor. Baybutt [15] provided a summary of many reasons why HAZOP
overlooks possible hazards, also based on many of his previous articles. Analyzing causes of the 100
major losses in the onshore oil, gas, and petrochemical industries over the period 1996–2015, Jarvis and
Goddard [16] concluded that a major contributor (48% of integrity failures) is inadequate process hazard
analysis. Taylor [17], looking back after performing 92 QRAs over 36 years, saw 26 major accidents in
the plants he assessed. He concluded that despite his rigorous hazard identification thanks to extensive
experience, including human error analysis and automation, hazard identification had been incomplete,
although a major contributor has been the management not following his recommendations. Based on
data of various sources and Lloyd’s Register experience, Casal and Olsen [18] concluded that many
mishaps in operations, such as loss of containment, are human error related, such as column liquid
overflow, inadvertent opening pressurized equipment, and more, and they are not being covered by
earlier hazard identification. Improvement is possible, but even when at the outset a complete hazard
inventory is obtained, new mishaps causes may appear in aging plants.

A conclusion of the above is that despite great efforts to rule out possible mishap by design
and preventative measures, i.e., process upsets and losses of containment, and by installing
protection barriers against escalation, major accidents still can and do occur. This evidence justifies
a resilience analysis.

1.3. Previous Work and Objective of This Paper

In 2008, the Mary kay O’Connor Process Safety Center began research in the area of plant
resilience and published the first journal paper by Dinh et al. [19], based on Dinh’s Ph.D. thesis [20].
This initial work had limited scope and, based on literature reviews and expert opinions, attempts were
made to identify principles and factors that contribute to plant resilience. Six principles were
found: Flexibility, Controllability, Early Detection, Minimization of Failure, Limitation of Effects,
Administrative Controls/Procedures. Also, five main factors contributing to resilience were proposed,
including Design, Detection Potential, Emergency Response Plan, Human Factors, and Safety
Management. Each of the principles and factors were elucidated. Dinh [20] developed indices
for the various principles and concluded with a case study of ethylene production alternatives.

This work was followed by another five years (2013–2018) of research resulting in a much
sharper contour on process resilience definition, resilience concepts, metrics, and demonstration of
practical methods for process systems in the way of process resilience analysis framework (PRAF)
(Jain et al. [21–30]). These papers respectively addressed the necessity of resilience [21], its elements [22],
the framework and how that works out at the plant system level [23], the same with regards to
management system level [24], resilience metrics with weights [25], predictability of process abnormal
situations/upsets given resilience metrics’ outcomes illustrated by a batch plant case study [26]
and [27], resilience analysis-based data-driven maintenance optimization on a cooling tower case [28],
how resilience can be part of a conceptual process design and technology selection phase [29], and finally,
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what a state of good resilience can mean for business continuity and sustainability [30]. In the next few
sections, more details will be described.

The objective of this paper is to summarize and review results obtained in these 10 years and
to provide a reflection of what further should be done. Hence, the paper is rather limited in scope.
In Section 2, resilience elements will be treated, in Section 3, how resilience can be assessed, in Section 4,
how it can be maintained, and in Section 5, a summary of example cases shall be presented. In Section 6,
future efforts shall be discussed, while finally Section 7 contains the Conclusion.

2. Resilience Elements

2.1. System Approach: Sociotechnical System

A starting point of resilience analysis is to approach a process plant activity as a sociotechnical
system. Rasmussen [31] promoted the concept of socio-technical system for the purpose of accident
investigation and risk management of hazardous industrial facilities. The concept is based on earlier
work of Trist and Bamforth [32] when dealing with the social implications of a new coal mining
technique. A socio-technical system approach covers all hierarchical layers from regulators via
company board or organization top-management to lower managing layers, down to operations layers
and technical installations. The various layers communicate orders and assignments downward and
reports upward. At all layers and between layers there is human interaction, while at the lowest level,
humans will interact with the technology. Looking at a system and trying to find out how it works,
the human mind may perceive it as complex and opaque. As a result of an action somewhere, this may
have non-linear, hence, at first sight unpredictable, effects. In fact, all components can be functioning
as designed, but the system can still fail due to one or more dysfunctional interactions, which not have
been identified in the design.

In this century, the concept has further been developed by Leveson [33,34] for the accident
investigation model STAMP (system-theoretic accident model and processes). The latter led to the
hazard scenario identification method STPA (system-theoretic process analysis), of which it is claimed
it can conditionally identify all mishaps a system can undergo. This is realized by decomposing the
system at the various organizational and technical levels into all possible control loops and analyzing
each on defect of sensor, of processor, and actuator, and on interference with other loops in the
controlled item. These control loop components can be human or technical. However, for a full-size
plant, there are a myriad of possibilities, and there is no automated means of analysis in sight yet,
so the extremely large effort prohibits exploiting STPA’s full potential.

2.2. Key Elements or Aspects of Resilience

The principles and contributing factors identified by Dinh [19], presented in Figure 2, underwent
a further evolution and became more concise and imaginative as shown in the four elements or aspects
in Figure 3 from Jain et al. [21]. This latter figure is slightly adapted from the original one in [21] to
better show by following the arrows the sequence of elements that at one hand play at the start of
a plant’s life cycle, the design, and what later is important given an attack. The sequence is consistent
with the three phases that can be distinguished during an attack or developing threat in which resilient
capability is relevant: Avoidance, survival, and recovery.
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2.2.1. Error Tolerant Design

Dinh et al. [19] identified the principles of minimization of failure and effects to implement
preventative measures with inherently safer design concepts. This is one of the elements of process
resilience in an attempt to maximize inherently safer features of a plant with respect to process as
well as equipment. According to Jain et al. [21], error-tolerant design also means that an operator
cannot make an error quickly, or conversely the design should be forgiving regarding possible operator
error, and if part of the equipment is failing, it should not lead easily to an upset. At the same
time, past experience is that design errors contributed quite frequently to accident [35,36]. The same
holds for the design of operational procedures. So, because the design process is as important as the
operational one, Leveson [34] included design as a second pillar in the socio-technical system parallel
to the operational one. The design organization should have the right competence level and culture
with a quality management system and key performance indicators. Error-tolerant design helps to
reduce the safety cost at the conceptual stage leading to a more resilient process. Research on targeting
resilience at the fundamental stage through error-tolerant design has opened new dimensions for
conceptual design of any process.
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2.2.2. Early Warning

A timely warning for impending threat and risk is of great significance. For this, weak signals
from a variety of sources should be permanently scanned. In the first place, this will be the regular
process control signals. As a result of the development of signal processing techniques by sophisticated
statistical methods, machine learning, and artificial intelligence, much has been published lately on
fault detection and diagnosis of measured process variables; a review of a variety of methods is
presented in [37]. In addition, there are many other sources of risk relevant information, such as barrier
health data, energy consumption of equipment, pump and pipeline vibration, corrosion, transient
and simultaneous operations in, e.g., maintenance activities and turnaround, issued work permits,
unusual internal plant vehicle traffic, and temporary personnel or visitor concentrations. Both CMMS
(centralized maintenance management system) and LIMS (laboratory information management system)
can provide updates that are of significance. Further, there is also ERP (enterprise resource planning)
information, such as SAP (system analysis and program development) data on the company business
processes (accountancy, client orders, suppliers, maintenance schedules, and logistics). Finally, and not
the least, the lagging and leading process safety performance indicators (CCPS [38]) data can be gauged,
which can provide useful information on trends in the quality of the safety management system, safety
culture, and resulting safety climate. Similarly, monitoring of resilience metrics shall be included,
which will be described in Section 3.

Then, there are external data to follow, such as utility disturbances, weather, environmental
conditions, possible earthquake, and whether there are alerts on cyber threat or other intentional acts.
Processing of these data should be highly automated with alarming results presented to management
as urgently actionable information. Digitization and the host of nowadays available analytic techniques
should enable the data processing. Experience teaches that presentation of alarming information to
top-management resulting in adequate measures taken timely is often the most difficult but crucial step.

2.2.3. Plasticity

Unexpected and unknown threats must, in the first place, be recognized as such, while ingenuity
may be required to cope with a threat without generating risk elsewhere. It requires flexible thinking
but also for restraint to jump to conclusions, hence resistive flexibility. One can also characterize
it as agility in dynamic decision making under uncertainty. The right attitude, adequate process
knowledge, insight, and experience are needed qualities. To some extent, flexibility would also be
a favorable equipment property. Given a threat, process simulation and risk assessment will be useful
to investigate in both the design and operational stages the best possibilities, and to train staff for
crisis situations. Having experienced potential disaster scenarios requiring a quick survey of available
options and fast decision making, albeit in simulation, will be of great help to stay cool and do the
right thing when a real threat presents itself.

2.2.4. Recoverability

Effective emergency response is a first necessity of recoverability. It requires the right equipment
capability, team preparation by scenario analysis, and operational training with, depending on
the situation, company, and community responder teams including medical personnel and police.
An Emergency Command Center is a basic requirement for coordination among authorities,
company management, and media. To be prepared also requires adequate fast shutdown possibilities,
facility fire safety provisions, and self-rescue routes.

Where emergency response may take days or weeks, recovery as a whole may take a much
longer time. Recoverability needs preparation in the form of acquiring contingencies, so that company
output activity suffers minimal disturbance and as much as possible business continuity is guaranteed.
This concerns supply of raw materials and substitute equipment, reserve staff, sufficient financial
reserves, and not losing market share selling product produced elsewhere. Because all investment is
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limited, risk assessment results will provide a basis of how to distribute resources for the best final
result and an optimal chance of business continuity. This leads us to Section 3.

3. How Can Resilience Be Determined?

3.1. Resilience Determination Framework

Dinh et al. [19] proposed an algorithm depicted in Figure 4 to evaluate process resilience in index
form using the principles and contributing factors with multi-factor approach as shown in Figure 2.
Jain et al. [22] proposed as a further refinement PRAF, the novel process resilience analysis framework
as presented in Figure 5.
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PRAF is integrated, time dependent, and quantifiable. As already mentioned, resilient capability
is characterized by the three-phase resilience analysis: Avoidance, survival, and recovery. For an
analysis of the state of resilience, one must first make a distinction between that at a given moment of
time, hence static, and trends when in operation, hence dynamic. The latter will be treated briefly in
Section 4. The basis for the first is thorough quantitative risk assessments of the initial plant situation
or later ones. These will be fallible, as we have shown in Section 1.2, but nevertheless, they are the best
we can do.
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As depicted in Figure 5, these assessments should comprehend the whole system architecture,
hence plant, people, and procedures. Plant risk assessment due to failing equipment is achieved using
conventional methods; for the effect of people and procedures on risk, one must rely on less mature
methods. For analysis of human failure when interacting with equipment and procedures, a variety of
performance shaping factors, such as time pressure, competence, task complexity, and operator plant
interface, play a role. In addition, culture-based attitude and motivation are important. For these,
resilience indicators proposed by Jain et al. [25] will be discussed in the next section. The risk
assessments should also include uncertainty analysis as this information is important for optimally
informed decision making. All this will influence predictability and hence survivability, while the
reliability of the risk assessment is also a factor in preparing recoverability.

Economics always play a dominant role, so the PRAF [22] contains which additional measures will
cost and affect profitability, but also which positive effect the measures will have in case of calamity.

Summarizing, PRAF incorporates absorptive, adaptive, and restorative capacities. Because it is
a quantitative and data-driven approach, resilience indicator metrics have been identified, and the way
that has been realized is reported in the next section.

3.2. Resilience Factors or Metrics

As explained in previous sections, the state of resilience of a facility depends on technical
and social factors. Hence, the contributing factors based on different principles are proposed by
Dinh et al. [19] as depicted in Figure 2, and the resilience metrics that have been developed by Jain et
al. [25], are addressing both aspects. The resilience metrics drafted by Jain et al. [25] can be referred
from Table 14 of [25].

The resilience indicator metrics [25] are all quantitative in terms of a number or a percentage per
time unit, e.g., a year, and therefore metrics in the true sense; authors covered all three phases with
the following metrics: Avoidance, which requires an event is predicted, survival applying plasticity,
and recovery stating with emergency response. A survey questionnaire with proposed indicators and
graded importance questions to answer was sent around to industry, academia, and government [25];
251 recipients responded, of which a large majority (72%) had process safety experience, while 85% of
respondents worked in industry or as a consultant for industry. The graded questions utilized a Likert
scale: 4—essential, 3—important, 2—helpful, and 1—unnecessary. Results of the survey were found
to be statistically reliable and internally consistent in, among others, ordinal alpha, Cronbach-alpha,
and Kruskal–Wallis tests applying programming language R.

Based on the survey, three questions were answered:
RQ1: What are the most important metrics for each of the 3 phases of PRAF—avoidance, survival,

and recovery?
RQ2: Are there any differences in viewpoints of various groups of survey respondents? In this

case, group means sector of employment.
RQ3: What are the weights for each of the metrics?
In Table 14 of [25], the resilience indicator metrics are listed together with the weights that resulted

from the survey. There are 26 metrics of which some are relevant for more than one of the phases.
Q number designation refers to the survey question; the next item number column refers to the
resilience aspect in RIPSHA I and II (next two sections); each metric is linked to a resilience element as
well (ETD—error-tolerant design; EW—early warning; P—plasticity; R—recovery). Scaling is based
on the highest at each phase. These are: Process safety near misses, Management response to the
inspection findings of safety critical equipment (SCE) deficiency, and Successful tests for emergency
systems and procedures. The lowest at the three phases are: Communications on learning from
incidents, Changes executed through the Management of Change (MoC) procedure, and Phase 3 Shift
handover communication violations, which may be surprising to some extent.
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3.3. RIPSHA

The resilience-based integrated process system hazard analysis (RIPSHA) approach developed
by Jain et al. [23,24] is based on the previous discussed concepts and aspects of resilience,
hence a socio-technical system and four aspects in Figure 3. Hazard analysis technique is applied
to a designed process, process design aspects are seldom considered except the pressure relief
systems recommendation as an independent protection layer. As mentioned, when discussing PRAF
(Section 3.1), resilience analysis assumes results of the best quality risk assessments are available.
HAZOP is an important basis for those assessments, but as we have seen are not sufficient, not even
when additional methods are applied. RIPSHA is meant to overcome the deficiencies.

As shown in Figure 6, RIPSHA comes in two layers: The plant and management layers. The former
comprises process/plant hazards, procedural hazards, and operator/human error hazards, while the
latter comprises hazards due to failure of the process safety management system, operational discipline,
and deficient safety culture and leadership. The plant layer will be treated in the next section and the
management layer in the one following.
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3.4. RIPSHA I

RIPSHA I—Plant System Layer [23]. For the plant, we have to distinguish design and operations.
As mentioned in the RIPSHA I and II, only few design items are included, while the operations
consist of normal operations, simultaneous one of different units, or maintenance works interacting,
and transient ones, such as start-up, shutdown, and turnaround.

With regards to process/plant hazards certainly in the case of design, we have to rely much on
traditional HAZOP techniques. For operations, not only operator error, but also failure rate and
unavailability must be taken into account, which are all much influenced by organizational and human
performance factors. Considering human reliability analysis (HRA), a large volume of literature is
available (see [39] for 50 years of HRA in the nuclear industry); problems are widespread in values
and uncertainty of results, and when decomposing factors in type of interactions, work conditions,
and personality features much interdependence and correlation is found [40]. With respect to
process industry, the HEART method [41,42] and more recently based on much experience Taylor’s
practitioner’s guide [43] seems to be of practical use. Also, with respect to procedures, there are various
kinds of complications [44], not to forget the effect of fatigue and other physiological states [45].

RIPSHA attempts to obtain more certainty in these matters by a HAZOP-like procedure using
a keyword of the indicator metric expression as parameter, a guide word, and the anticipated
deviation, with cause and consequence, likelihood and risk with and without safeguards, and finally
recommendations including the person, who must undertake action. Parameters are grouped and
numbered according to the four aspects: Error-tolerant design (ETD1 to 3), early detection (ED1 to 7),
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plasticity (P1 to 12), and recovery (R1 to 2), in total 24. Guidewords depend on the linked parameter;
guideword examples are missing, inadequate, more, less, other than, wrong, unavailable, untimely,
ineffective, and skipped.

A RIPSHA analysis takes seven steps to conduct [23]:

1. Team formation;
2. Charter preparation;
3. Data and documents collection;
4. Sub-systems procedural review, including worksheet elucidation;
5. Documentation of findings;
6. Recommendations;
7. Closure of recommendations and corrective actions.

3.5. RIPSHA II

RIPSHA II—Management System Layer [24]. Past incidents made clear the necessity of maintaining
and nurturing an adequate process safety culture level. This can only be realized by motivated
leadership. On safety culture, much has been written. It is built on organizational culture, which
nowadays is “measured” through surveys. This is despite the fact that measuring the deep culture core
values is difficult, whereas measuring safety climate is more straightforward [46]. Although, based on
many tests, there has been a warning for the likelihood of so-called non-random errors in safety climate
survey data [47]. Zohar and Hofmann [48] wrote a noted work in which these authors recognize the
need for measuring culture and seeing the perspective that “organizational climate could be used
as a bottom-up indicator of organizational culture”. Recently, a French institute on safety published
a practical guide on safety culture [49].

Another aspect is operational discipline. This is not independent from the previous. If discipline
deteriorates, the chance of accidents grows; this occurs regarding experience as well. The third
aspect is process safety systems; in general, barriers. These can be technical (physical), organizational
(administrative, procedural), and human (action). It is top management that must create the conditions
by which the health of barriers can be measured and assured. Bowties can provide effective overview
in combination with various barrier health monitoring techniques. In a bowtie, preventive barriers
and components that can fail are shown in the left part of the fault tree of the initiating (top) event as
well as effects and protective barriers in the right side of the event tree.

4. How Can Resilience Be Maintained?

Resilience indicator metrics are quantitative. By setting up a system in which the values are
periodically updated, statistical treatment, such as determining a moving average over a number of
periods, together with making use of the capability of Bayesian network, will enable monitoring trends
in resilience. The latter is demonstrated for process safety performance indicator metrics [50].

In addition, every five years, for example, an analysis must be performed to see whether conditions
or parameters have changed.

5. Summaries of Process System Resilience Analysis Example Cases

The cases are limited to disruptions of operations by internal threats, hence, external threats,
and the elements of error-tolerant design and recovery details remain out of sight. The cases come
under the PRAF phases avoidance and survival.

5.1. Batch Process Upset Event

Jain et al. [26,27] proposed a way that established an accurate and integrated method to predict
process upset situations by applying the resilience approach. This way enables a rather comprehensive
upset risk probability determination as a function of process conditions taking account of historical
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data, actual organizational effectiveness related indicators (social metrics) and equipment failures,
including uncertainty ranges in the various inputs. This can serve to optimize profitability under the
constraint of safe process operations by avoiding hazardous zones. In simple form, Figure 7 depicts the
analysis scheme followed. Scenario analysis and Bayesian analysis are performed in [26], while [27] can
be referred to for a detailed process simulation providing insight in the process dynamics, and a global
sensitivity analysis of inputs versus outputs, done before the Bayesian uncertainty analysis (as in [26]),
and thereafter investigation of flexibility within acceptable bounds and economic optimization.
The authors of [27] described the overall prediction assessment methodology schematically in their
Figure 5.
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The example process system concerns the poly-vinyl chloride (PVC) production batch process,
which due to reaction heat, can potentially produce a thermal run-away with pressure build-up,
and because of quantity involved, disastrous consequences. Monomer vinyl chloride is flammable
and toxic and an escape of hot vapors will produce explosion and fire; several past accidents are
known [51]. Temperature control in the progressing polymerization of the liquid reactor content with
increasing viscosity is of utmost importance. This study focuses on the early detection of warning
signals phase of resilience. It is less dependent on general databases of failure rates and overcomes
missed HAZOP scenarios.

The analysis claims to predict the occurrence of run-away process upset. Hence, the method is
one of fault detection and diagnosis. Based on experience and process simulation, scenario analysis
comprises an inventory of the various events that will trigger an upset state. Run-away can have
several causes, such as failure of agitator or cooling medium pump, wrong feed materials dosage,
or other human failure in operations or maintenance.

Weighted resilience metrics collected, such as on maintenance weakness, make an essential
contribution both with respect to plant performance and to social factors. The latter need to be
quantified using socially oriented metrics in [26] through congruence analysis according to [52]. This kind
of analysis enables taking into account interdependencies between worker tasks or activities, e.g.,
a worker must communicate a change in process state to another one to advance the process. It occurs
by multiplying a matrix of which worker has which task by one of which task depends on which other
task, resulting in a matrix of the extent a worker’s task/activity depends on other ones. If coordination
is needed, the latter matrix must be multiplied by the peoples’ transpose to find out to what extent one
person’s task must be coordinated with one of another individual.

Next is the Bayesian analysis applying the Bayes Theorem, which consists of formulating a prior
distribution, multiplying with a likelihood of current observations, dividing by the total probability,
and so yielding a posterior distribution. Historical cooling media data provide a mean of cooling
medium temperatures, µ. To this is added the sum of the weighted resilience metrics ν(X) with
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a random effect α, assumed to be normally distributed with zero mean, and an additional randomness
due to unknown sources, also normally distributed. Together, this can be considered as a mean and
variance of the temperature fluctuations. Prior to this, the mean is modeled as normal distribution
with hyper parameters µ0 and σ2

0, and the prior variance as an uninformative gamma distribution.
Data for the likelihood are one year of hourly observations. The procedure of Gibbs sampling
and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm using R software was produced in a two-cycle
computation as posterior a temperature distribution (An alternative is applying OPENBugs software:
http://openbugs.net/w/FrontPage).

For the stirring failure analysis, the electric feed current signal is used I1 modeled as a gamma
distribution and joint with relevant unplanned maintenance metrics I2, a number conditioned on I1

and Poisson distributed. Distinction is made between a joint distribution function when agitating fails
f1(I1, I2) and when working normally f2(I1, I2). The two are summarized to an overall joint distribution
by multiplying the failing one with a failure probability p and the normal one with p’s complement.
In case of f1, the parameters of the conjugate gamma and Poisson distributions are different from those
of f2, while the gamma one contains ν(X) yielding a scale shift due to the metrics level. Given data,
p is to be determined and modeled as a beta prior distribution. The Bernstein-Von Mises Theorem [53]
does not require the prior parameters to be very precise as for a large sample the posterior tends to
become normally distributed of which the mean approximates that of the likelihood. The likelihood
probability distribution follows from plant observation data. To facilitate the further computation,
a latent binary variable Z enabling a Bernoulli likelihood, with Z = 0 in case, the process functions
normally, and Z = 1 in case of failure, so that I1, I2

∣∣∣Z = 0 ≈ f1 and I1, I2
∣∣∣Z = 1 ≈ f2 . Deriving the joint

posterior distribution P(p, Z
∣∣∣I1, I2) follows in two steps by means of Gibbs sampling the equations,

applying MCMC algorithm as mentioned before. Simulation and solving for the probability of process
upset due to mischarging is broadly following the same procedure, albeit with different parameters.

In the follow-on study [27], the first step was again scenario analysis. This is followed by process
simulation based on conservation equations and chemistry. Process simulation can be performed using
different simulation platforms; in this study, the author used gPROMS [27]. The purpose of process
simulation is to understand the dynamics, i.e., the variability of process output with the change in
input parameters. The third step is a global sensitivity analysis (GSA). This calculates given inputs and
their uncertainties, the output, and its uncertainty range. The analysis is global because all inputs are
varied simultaneously over their full range. This was followed by an uncertainty analysis considering
the cooling medium temperature and the stirring failure as parameters. The study was finalized with
a flexibility analysis and economic optimization.

5.2. Data Driven Maintenance Optimization

This study by Jain et al. [28] concerns maintenance of a cooling tower servicing a number of units,
e.g., a batch reactor and a distillation column heat exchanger. Maintenance policy can be corrective,
preventive, or predictive. Three questions were addressed in this study. The first is about the influence
of social factors on the maintenance policy effectiveness with respect to, e.g., spare parts management,
training, and procedures. The second is on how cost of safety affect profitability and sustainability,
and the third question on how reliability and maintenance policy are influenced when based on defined
safety thresholds system effectiveness becomes highest priority. This study focuses on the survivability
phase of resilience.

The overall analysis of survivability with the objective to prevent escalation, given maintenance
options and final optimization, follows the scheme shown in Figure 8 [28].

http://openbugs.net/w/FrontPage
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for systems applications and products and is the name of the enterprise resource planning software
providing business relevant data.

The process model is built on conservation balance equations with data produced by simulation.
Given all needed data, a vector of process variables, one on effectiveness depending on equipment
reliability and degrees of freedom, total annualized cost (TAC) is minimized and at the same time
expected process revenue (EPR) is maximized for each operable system state under equality and
inequality constraints using GAMS software (general algebraic modeling language; www.gams.com).

The maintenance model contains the variables action frequency, down-time, and variability of
equipment life, which in part are composed of weighted resilience metrics. Frequency depends
on failure rate but in a mixture takes model vibration means, voltage mean, weighted number of
unplanned maintenance jobs, and percentage of maintenance backlogs as covariates. Down-time
is composed of weighted percentage safety critical inspections according to management directive,
the same for scheduled maintenance procedures and for required training sessions. Equipment life
variability was based on data augmented with those of a vulnerable component, in the example pump
impeller speed. The three above mentioned variables for a pump were derived from the historical
data applying trace and auto-correlation plots. Coefficients of the mixture models were determined
applying Standard Bayesian linear regression assuming for the coefficient as prior a normal distribution
N(β0, σ2), which corresponds to a conjugate likelihood function. After splitting the joint prior, assuming
mean and variance are independent, the variance prior can be written as an inverse gamma distribution.
The posterior was then derived by MCMC using R software, while the Heidelberg–Welch diagnostic
was used for testing convergence to stationarity.

The safety model depends on the scenario. Four loss scenarios were defined when cooling a batch
reactor and in case of reflux heat, exchanging of a distillation column, both at two consequence levels.
Next, a system survivability index (SSI) defined as the ratio of the actual system effectiveness following
the process model and optimization, while the required one is determined by the thresholds of the
safety scenarios. Further, the resilience survivability index (RSI) is defined as the product of SSI and
the ratio of the expected revenue (ER) and the maximum one. ER is determined by the probabilities
weighted sum of the EPRs at the various process states. RSI measures the system capability to avoid
upset states.

www.gams.com
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The cost/revenue model minimizes TAC and maximizes ER. Cost includes the following components:
Capital, operating, maintenance, energy, and safety impact. This second optimization stage including
the safety threshold is further worked out forthrightly.

5.3. Resilience Integrated with Safety, Reliability, and Sustainability

Jain et al. [29] modified the existing SASWROIM (Safety and Sustainability Weighted Return On
Investment Metric, see Table 1) to include reliability and resilience analysis during process design and
technology selection phase. This has been the first attempt to incorporate reliability and resilience in
the conceptual design stage, the proposed methodology is depicted in Figure 9. The mathematical
model proposed by [29] can evaluate S2R2WROIM for a design alternative by comparing the indicators
with the base case and targeted values set by the governing organization. Table 1 lists out all the
step-by-step modifications in ROI metric over the time.

Table 1. Modifications in Return on Investment (ROI) metric over the time.

Metric Reference

ROI Return on Investment ROI (%) =
AEPp

TCIp
; [54]

SWROIM Sustainability weighted
ROI metric

SWROIM (%) =
ASPp

TCIp
;

ASPp =

AEPp

[
1 +

∑Nindicators
i=1 wi

indicatorp,i

indicatorTarget
i

]
;

[55]

SASWROIM Safety and sustainability
weighted ROI metric

SASWROIM (%) =
ASSPp

TCIp
;

ASSPp =

AEPp

[
1 +

∑Nindicators
i=1 wi

(
indicatorbase,i−indicatorp,i

indicatorbase,i−indicatorTarget
i

)]
;

[56]

S2R2WROIM
Safety, sustainability,

reliability, and resilience
weighted ROI metric

S2R2WROIM (%) =

AEPp

[
1+

∑n
r=1

∑m
s=1 wrs wc,r s=1

(
Ibase,rs−Ip,rs
Ibase,rs−It,rs

) ]
TCIp

;
[29]

Authors presented a hydrogen compressor system in a hydro-cracking plant as an example
to demonstrate the applicability of this proposed methodology. A base case process flow scheme
of the compressor section is compared with alternative design cases through integrated analysis,
which includes resilience, reliability, sustainability, and safety aspects.

This comparison needs to perform techno-economic analysis, which involves process synthesis,
simulation, and economic analysis using commercially available software. Authors used Aspen
HYSYS to run the steady state simulations for the base case and all the alternative design cases,
followed by economic analysis using Aspen Economic Analyzer tool. Among all indicators to evaluate
S2R2WROIM, resilience and reliability indicators for any process system need either knowledge
of established properties of similar systems or historical operational data. The resilience metrics
developed by [25] are applied as resilience indicators based on actual project type. MTTF (mean time
to failure) is used as the reliability indicator for all cases. For safety analysis, FEDI (fire and explosion
index) is considered as an indicator. While for the sustainability analysis, energy-dependent factors
are considered.
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5.4. Business Continuity and Sustainability

Jain et al. [30] focus on fundamentals and the set-up of the resilience approach being more
business continuity and sustainability oriented. Its application is explained in the case of the August
2012 Chevron refinery fire in Richmond, California. According to the CSB report [57], the fire was
due to a catastrophic pipe rupture in the crude unit as a result of sulfidation corrosion. Flammable,
high-temperature light gas oil was released that ignited spontaneously. Six employees suffered
light injuries, but the community impact was significant because 15,000 local residents were seeking
medical attention due to smoke inhalation, the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) metro was shut
down, and financial loss was around 1 million USD (including citations, statutory fines, and medical
reimbursements) [57].

Business Continuity is defined according to ISO 22301 [58,59] and ISO 22313 [60] as ‘the capability
of the organization to continue delivery of products or services at acceptable predefined levels following
a disruptive incident’. Following the literature, e.g., BS25999, [61] metrics for business continuity can
be inferred as:

• Business resumption response time: This is the time required by an organization to continue with
their business after an incident or failure scenario;

• Recovery time: This is the time required by an organization to restore to its original state after
an incident or failure scenario;

• Recovery point objective (RPO): This is the acceptable limit for maximum data loss that
an organization can withstand during an upset event;

• Return time objective (RTO): This is the target time for the resumption of product, service,
or activity after an incident;

• Maximum tolerable period of disruption (MTPoD): This is the threshold period after which an
organization’s operational capability will be irreversibly threatened because of the adverse impacts
that would arise as a result of not providing a product, service, or perform an activity.
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The 1987 definition of a sustainable process system inspired by the one of the United Nations
Commission on Environment and Development, the Brundtland Commission, is: ‘a process system
that generated value to meet the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs’ [62]. This is achieved by maintaining and continuously improving
the environmental, safety, and social performance of the system.

Sikdar [63] defined sustainability metrics on the dimensions of environment, economy,
and social acceptability relevant to process systems, regarding eco-efficiency, socio-economic impact,
and socio-environmental effects, which are all combinations of various factors.

For business continuity, the metrics business resumption response time and recovery time were
estimated based on available information by Avalos [64] and CSB [65].

Sustainability metrics were based on key performance indicators extracted from Chevron
sustainability reports [66,67].

Based on information of CSB [57], metrics for Process Resilience were determined for the three
phases avoidance, survival, and recovery as resilience performance index (RPI) values. This index is
defined as the ratio of the actual resilience metric score and the expected one in a satisfactory state,
where the actual metric score is the ratio of the weighted actual performance score and the weighted
maximum actual one, while the expected metric is the ratio of the resilience score (full) times a weight
and the maximum weighted resilience score (full). The weights can be found in [25]. If the state
of affairs would be normally satisfactory, RPI would be 1, while below 0.5, performance would be
qualified as poor. It turned out that the RPI scores before the accident were all significantly lower than
0.5; the lowest RPI being the social metrics related to safety and maintenance, whereas the highest
was linked to emergency response drills. Finally, based on the data, graphs were plotted of annual
revenue and profit of Chevron in the years before the accident, showing a decline, as well as graphs of
trendlines of business continuity and sustainability as a function of resilience.

6. What Shall Be Done Further?

The largest problem is validation and lack of experience in implementing the approach in real,
industrial cases. Although interest in resilience has been growing as an insurance for unfortunate
catastrophes, at the top management of companies, interest in process safety and risk assessment often
leaves much to be desired, although, e.g., the large oil and chemical companies, such as Exxon, Shell,
BP and Chevron, having had hard lessons in the past give it ample attention. So far, in our work,
cases have only been worked out on plant internal threats, while we focused on just one of the three
phases. Avoidance and recovery deserve further work, too. In addition, along with sudden appearing
external threats, attention is needed to evaluate another internal threat in terms of process resilience:
The impact on operations of fluctuating product demand, and stressed assets.

Many manufacturing units have stressed assets due to competing markets and low margin.
Application of optimization techniques, model predictive control, and dynamic simulation is apparent
to suggest changes in the process operating conditions to get the desired output in terms of quality and
quantity. The cases discussed by authors referred to in the present paper gave a better understanding
of the applicability of proposed algorithms and frameworks. However, the hazards associated with
process and failure of management system are likely to change with change in operating strategy. Also,
process integration and optimization at any stage makes a big difference to gain a competitive advantage
over the life cycle. Thought must be given to predict the abnormal events due to these changes.
These abnormal events can affect a specific unit operation or the entire process unit depending on how
the process is integrated and optimized. Thus, the proposed methodology of resilience assessment can
be further expanded to incorporate sudden appearing threats by rapid process condition modifications,
applying models of process optimization, model predictive control and dynamic simulation either in
design or operations phase.
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The social-technical system approach is fundamental in resilience building. In addition to the
interaction of social and technical factors considered in the quantitative cases here, further aspects
shall be studied, e.g., that of control room operators and their control of process dynamics.

It all implies that progress can be made if there is an open relation among companies interested
in performing research in resilience and academia, where industry provides cases and data and the
scientists provide theory, models, and computation. This will help in building sustainability.

7. Conclusions

For potentially high-impact chemical and other processes, risk assessment is crucial to enable
a decision on how safe is safe enough. However, risk assessment is afflicted by many shortcomings [68].
Therefore, a “safety net” is needed to cope with unexpected and even unknown threats that can
disrupt a process and give rise to major accident, which results in severe hazard to people, assets,
and environment, and hence detracts sustainability. Such a safety net is provided by the concept
of resilience.

Resilience building is an ‘umbrella’ methodology embracing, based on a socio-technical system
approach, human and social factors, optimum risk control, and equipment reliability. So, it enables
seeking economic optimum given safety constraints and uncertainties at the best risk management,
but at the same time it takes account of and prepares for unexpected operations disrupting threats to
occur. This is reflected in the four elements resilience builds on: Error-tolerant design, early warning
signal alertness, ‘plasticity’ of mind, and effective means of recovery from damage. Risk management
will draw on many sources of information including expert judgment [69], while optimizing to achieve
a certain target will also require decision making [70] on what alternatives fit best, while dealing with
conflicting weighted criteria such as performance, budget, and cost similar to [71]. Methods for this
are available and are not subject of this paper.

A summary is made of the resilience work performed in two Ph.D. studies at the Mary Kay
O’Connor Process Safety Center. Significant development can be seen in the development of
methodologies and frameworks for process resilience application in process industry. To determine
the level of resilience, the three phases during the occurrence of a threat, attack. or a developing
mishap, namely avoidance, survival, and recovery, PRAF (process resilience analysis framework) was
developed. The development of algorithms for resilience indices with PRAF for resilience capability
should be determined quantitatively.

The PRAF idea was worked out in RIPSHA (resilience-based integrated process systems hazard
analysis) that distinguished two parts: A plant and a management layer. Before RIPSHA could be
further developed, it was necessary to define a number of resilience indicator metrics, an exercise,
which was conducted by a survey with inputs by experts from industry, government, and academics.
In the next two papers, the plant layer (RIPSHA I) and management (RIPSHA II) were elaborated.
On monitoring resilience over time, only an indication could be given of how to accomplish this.

Cases of applying PRAF concept in two phases of avoidance and survival have been demonstrated
regarding early detection and diagnosis of a batch process, batch process upset prediction, and further
maintenance optimization of a cooling tower. It has also been shown how resilience can be integrated
into a design together with safety, reliability, and sustainability. Finally, an accident case has been
analyzed on business continuity and sustainability loss aspects.

Because process facility risk assessments are indispensable but its results uncertain and incomplete,
also in view of environmental considerations, business continuity, and sustainability, it is to be expected
that additional resilience analysis will gain further interest. Yet, the cases analyzed do not cover the
whole gamma of resilience capability aspects, certainly not with respect to design and recovery and
process dynamical adaptation to changing market requirements. Hence, there will be quite a few
future challenges to gain more experience and validation by considering other practical cases and,
where needed, further development of the methodology. Much more work shall be done before we
can speak of a mature concept.
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